
The Professor’s Scalp Trading Video Collection 
I MUST tell you that I've been hammering the market with all the volatility that's been going on 
with my short-term scalp trades. Not a little bit...a lot! The current environment with its 
EXTREME volatility, is something that is ideal for scalp traders. With this system, I'm making 
anywhere between 5 to 10 trades per day. I get in, get out, usually within 5-15 minutes, and 
never hold anything overnight. 

This enables me to sleep EXTREMELY well at night, as I NEVER worry about what the market is 
doing overnight 

Every day presents a new opportunity for this complete, easy to learn trading system. This past 
week, I have had a success rate of better than 90+ percent of my trades. The indicators and 
techniques you will learn can also be applied to Position Trades on the 60 minute bars and End 
of Day trading on the Daily's. You're gonna love this new system.  

Last week I have been averaging over a 90 percent win rate.  I’ve been making about 5-10 
trades per day, mostly trading index ETFs, like DDM and DXD. I’ve also been trading leveraged 
Bond funds, like TMG and TBT. I usually stop trading after 3:15 and am out of the market by the 
close.  When I’m scalping, I’m always out of the market by the close, so I don’t have to worry 
about what happens overnight.  

I presented all three sessions to my top University of Northern Florida continuing education 
students the other week, and their incredible positive feedback made me realize I had to make 
the sessions into a video series! 

Video 1 - Setting up and the custom indicators I use 

The first session will be about setting up Ameritrade’s ThinkorSwim trading platform.  If you 
don’t already use ToS, you might want to establish a trading account at TD Ameritrade.   

You don’t have to fund this account to get access to ToS. 

I’ll show you the indicators I use, along with the key settings.  All this will be demonstrated 
during the first 40-45 minute session.   

I've included the custom settings of the indicators. 

Video 2- Selecting stocks and ETFs to trade 

The second session will be about selecting stocks and ETFs to trade. 

For this I use the Dean’s List and Member’s Watch List from TheMarket101.com.  But I do it in 
a special way, a way that tells me which ETFs and stocks on the Lists are at their peak and which 
ones are setting up for a big move. 

https://www.tdameritrade.com/tools-and-platforms/thinkorswim/features.page


This session is worth its weight in gold.  And even if you don’t use the new methodology to 
scalp trade, it will help you immensely in Position Trades on the 60 minute bars and for end of 
day trading. 

Video 3 - My new scalp trading methodology 

The final session is where I will explain the new scalp trading methodology in detail. It’s here 
where I will share the recipe for my secret sauce with you. My 4th generation indicators in 
action. 

This is what separates an ordinary trade from a high probability trade.  

With this new information, you will be able to know which trades have a success probability of 
60-80 percent vs. a win probability of over 85-90 percent.   

Don’t miss out. 


